
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
Our Dog. Our Story. Our Legend. 
 
Roadshow Films and Good Dog Distribution are excited to bring audiences a new trailer and poster for the 
highly-anticipated return of Red Dog.  
 
RED DOG: True Blue is an iconic Australian story of family, friendship and adventure, about a young boy and a 
scrappy one-of-a-kind dog that would grow up to become an Australian legend. 
 
The film is a follow up to the hit film RED DOG, which captured the hearts of Australians nationwide in 2011. 
 
The trailer is available for download at the following links: 
Broadcast – https://www.hightail.com/download/cUJYTGt5Tk1reEFFSzhUQw 
Online - https://www.hightail.com/download/cUJYYkJvQTYrV3dUWThUQw 
60 Sec Instagram Cutdown - https://www.hightail.com/download/cUJXcmxWSWg3N0RvS3NUQw  
About RED DOG: True Blue 
 
When eleven year old Mick (Levi Miller) is shipped off to his grandfather's (Bryan Brown) cattle station in the 
remote Pilbara region of Western Australia, he prepares himself for a life of dull hardship, but instead finds 
myth, adventure, and a friendship with a scrappy, one-of-a-kind dog that will change his life forever. 
 
The creative team behind the original RED DOG film; director Kriv Stenders, producer Nelson Woss and writer 
Daniel Taplitz all return for the new installment.  
 
RED DOG: True Blue stars Levi Miller, Bryan Brown, Jason Isaacs, Hanna Mangan Lawrence and Thomas 
Cocquerel. The film will also introduce a new canine star named Phoenix. 
 
Keep up with RED DOG: True Blue online – 
Official website: http://www.reddogtruebluemovie.com.au 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/reddogau 
Instagram: @reddogfilm 
Official Hashtag: #REDDOGTrueBlue 
 
RED DOG: True Blue hits Australian cinemas on Boxing Day this year. 
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